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SIGNATURE 
PASTA

AN  EXC LUS I V E  CU L I NARY P ROGRAM  PARTNER SH I P



A SIGNATURE, IN COMMON VERNACULAR, IS A FORM OF IDENTIFICATION 
THAT DISTINGUISHES EITHER A PERSON OR A THING. IN FOODSERVICE, 
IT’S GOT SUCH A DEEPER MEANING, CARRYING FORTH A MEMORABLE 
REPRESENTATION OF A CHEF OR A RESTAURANT.

When done well, it captures a unique vision, one that 
expresses a culinary approach to flavor informed 
by personality, surroundings, terroir, emotion and/or 
ingredients. Creating a signature pasta captures all of 
that passion and personality, elevating the experience 

for the guest. The road to recipe development that 
expresses a unique signature pasta requires a little self 
reflection, a lot of culinary talent and a foundation of 
quality ingredients. 

Rigatoni with scamorza cheese cream, porcini mushroom and pachino tomatoes

LASTING
IMPRESSION



A PATHWAY TO SIGNATURE PASTA FROM WORLD-RENOWNED CHEFS

ITALY BOASTS A NUMBER OF MICHELIN-STARRED CHEFS, EACH WITH A 
UNIQUE APPROACH TO CUISINE THAT MAKES THEIR FOOD MEMORABLE AND 
DELICIOUS. HERE, WE FEATURE THE INSPIRING TECHNIQUES OF THREE FAMOUS 
CHEFS WITH THE INTENTION OF SPARKING YOUR CREATIVE PROCESS. THE 
DISHES REFLECT THE VISION, PASSION AND ARTISTRY OF THESE CULINARY 
ARTISTS—THREE PILLARS IN BUILDING A SIGNATURE PASTA.

LORENZO COGO

Penne with savoy cabbage, mushrooms and speck

Spaghetto with 5 Cereali Barilla, 
gazpacho, and citrus fruits

Chef/owner of El Coq restaurant 
in Vicenza, Veneto

DEFINES HIS COOKING AS “INSTINCTIVE CUISINE—AN EXPRESSION WITH NO 
SPECIFIC PARAMETERS THAT CHANGES FOLLOWING INSTINCT”
Chef Cogo showcases modern flavor building in his 
Spaghetto with 5 Cereali Barilla with gazpacho 
and citrus fruits. He turns to Spain’s gazpacho 
for the pasta sauce, then brightens the profile 
with unexpected, refreshing citrus fruit. His use of 

ginger-infused oil helps make the pasta a signature 
“Cogo” dish, where an unexpected juxtaposition 
of flavors work—thanks to his intuitive, mindful 
approach to flavor. 

Method

Ingredients

  240g (8.5oz) Barilla 5 Cereali Spaghetti 

  100g (3.5oz) tomato

  50g (1.8oz) red pepper

  5g (¼oz) Tropea onion

  50g (1.8oz) squeezed and soaked bread

  30ml (1oz) extra-virgin olive oil

  Salt to taste

  25g (.88oz) fresh ginger

  40ml (3tbsp) rice bran oil

  1 each lemon, lime, grapefruit, and orange, zested and 
segmented

  16 fresh basil leaves

For the gazpacho:
With the help of an immersion blender, blend 100g of tomato, 
50g of squeezed and soaked bread, 50g of red pepper, 5g of 
Tropea onion, 30g of EVO oil, a pinch of salt.
For ginger oil:
Grate 25g of ginger with a grater and incorporate it into 40ml 
of rice bran oil. Bring to a temperature of 40°C and leave to 
infuse for 30 minutes. Strain through a sieve and set it aside.
For citrus segments:
Cut 1 slice of each citrus fruit per person.
For pasta:
Cook the Barilla spaghetti for 6 minutes in abundant 
salted water. Pour it into a bowl out of the heat, add the 
gazpacho and sauté it together with a drizzle of ginger oil. 
Grate 2g of lemon peel, 2g orange peel, 2g lime peel and 
2g grapefruit peel.
Plating:
Create a pasta nest in the center of the plate, decorate with the 
citrus segments and a few basil leaves.

Instructions from Chef Cogo, unedited

INSPIRING 
CHEFS



LUCA MARCHINI LUIGI TAGLIENTI

For the tomato layers: Take 2 tomatoes, blanch them for about 20 
seconds in salted water. Cut a cross on the bottom of the tomato, 
and immerse it into water and ice. Once drained, cut into 4 and 
remove the pulp and seeds. Season with oil, salt, garlic, thyme and 
bake at 60°C ventilated for about 6-8 hours depending on the 
thickness of the tomato.
For the candied lemon: Cut 2 very good quality lemons into cubes 
and cook in a syrup made of 200g sugar and 350ml water. Repeat 
for 3 times starting from cold and boiling the lemon for few seconds. 
Leave the lemon to infuse in the syrup.
For the cod throats: Take about 150g of cod throats cleaned from 
excess fat and cooked at low temperature in extra-virgin olive oil 
and garlic. Dip the throats in the oil and, at a slow flame, we bring 
it to 63°C. Stirring vigorously we prevent the throats to get soft. Cut 
them into small cubes and leave them immersed in the cooking oil.
For the bitter almond sauce, we whisk together in a mixer: blend 
everything for 1 minute until a smooth cream is obtained. Rest a 
night in the refrigerator before using.
For the crumble: Blend all ingredients together. Freeze the dough. 
With a microplane, grate the compote and bake at 165°C for 13 
minutes. Now that we have the various elements, we cook the Mezze 
maniche Barilla half the cooking time in salted boiling water, and 
the other half in a fish broth made with white fish bones. We mix 
with cod throats, diced tomato, candied lemon, capers, parsley 
a julienne.

Method

HE VIEWS FOOD AS A WAY “TO SEE OUR HISTORY, OUR REDEMPTION, OUR INFINITE 
RICHNESS BEING TOLD IN A NEW LIGHT, BUT ONE THAT’S POINTING FORWARD”

SEES FOOD AS “SOMETHING EXTRAORDINARY IN THE SIMPLE GOODNESS”

Chef Taglienti creates a synergy between where 
he comes from and his vision for the future. His 
signature is distinct because it’s inextricably tied 
to his visceral food memories and a strong sense 
of place. For the diner, that unfolds as a singular, 

Chef Marchini’s Mezze Maniche Barilla with 
cod throats, tomato confit and candied lemon 
illustrates how attention to both flavor and 
presentation helps lift a dish into signature status. 
Mezze maniche is flavored in a complex sauce, 

Spaghetti with pesto, oysters, 
and green apple

Mezze Maniche Barilla with 
cod throats

Chef/owner of Lume by Luigi Taglienti, 
Milan, Lombardy

Chef/owner of L’Erba del Re restaurant in 
Modena, Emilia-Romagna

memorable interpretation in a modern presentation. 
Each element in his Spaghetti with pesto, oysters 
and green apple tells a romantic story of his sense 
of belonging and love of Italian ingredients.

then plated standing up, adding drama to the dish. 
The intensity of the flavor comes from the expert 
play created by the special cooking of the pasta in 
the fish stock and the varied textures of ingredients 
and preparations.

  320g Mezze Maniche Barilla
   150g (5.3oz) cod throats
  Extra-virgin olive oil 

(as needed)
  Parsley, capers
  3L fish stock
  Sprouts to garnish

For the tomato layers:
  1L tomato confit 

(from 2 tomatoes)
  Water
  1 clove garlic (to taste)
  Salt (to taste)
  Thyme (to taste)
  Extra-virgin olive oil 

(to taste)

For the candied lemon:
  2 lemons
  200g sugar
  350ml water

Ingredients
For the almond sauce:
  50g (1.8oz) fresh almonds
  5g (.2oz) bitter almonds
  2g garlic (blanched 

3 times)
  5g (.2oz) stale bread
  4g (.2oz) white wine 

vinegar
  20g (.7oz) extra-virgin 

olive oil
  125g water
  2g salt (1 pinch)

For the crumble:
  130g (4.6oz) butter
  40g (1.4oz) sugar
  11g (.4oz) salt
  180g (6.3oz) flour
  60g cocoa powder
  25g (.88oz) coffee powder

Instructions from Chef Taglienti, unedited

Instructions from Chef Marchini, unedited

With the help of a blender, cold emulsify the dried fruit with oil, 
adding parmesan and pecorino cheeses.
Add the basil leaves and emulsify until you get a creamy pesto 
from green flag color. Keep it in the cold.
For pasta:
In a medium-sized saucepan with boiling salted water at a 
rate of 6 g l cook the pasta, being careful to keep it al dente, 
and drain.
Finishing and presentation:
Season the pasta in a bowl with the poached pesto and garlic 
clove. Place the spaghetti al pesto at the base of the soup dish. 
Add the green apple and an oyster nut cut into regular cubes 
and some basil leaves of Pra.

  280g (10oz) Barilla Spaghetti

  100g (3.5oz) Basil from Pra

  30g (1oz) pine nuts from Pisa

  20g (3tbsp) hazelnuts from Piedmont

  20g (3tbsp) Sardinian chile pepper

  20g (3tbsp) Parmigiano-Reggiano

  20g (3tbsp) grated Pecorino

  ½ clove Vessalico garlic

  Coarse salt

  Extra-virgin olive oil from Liguria

  1 green apple, cut into julienne

  Fresh oysters, shucked and cut into cubes

  Basil for garnish

Ingredients

Method



THE BARILLA PASTA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP (PWC) IS AN INTERNATIONAL 
EVENT THAT BRINGS TOGETHER TALENTED YOUNG CHEFS EVERY YEAR. OVER 
THE COURSE OF TWO DAYS, THESE CHEFS SHOWCASE THEIR ARTISTRY WITH 
PASTA THROUGH BREATHTAKING, INSPIRATIONAL DISHES. THE NARRATIVE WOVEN 
BY THESE CULINARIANS SPEAKS TO PASTA AS AN ART FORM. IT ALSO BRINGS 
ATTENTION TO THE APPROACH TO PASTA BY A NEW GENERATION OF CHEFS. 

In 2019, the PWC was held in Paris instead of its 
traditional home signaling that pasta is truly a 
global ingredient. The winner hailed from Japan. 
Chef Keita Yuge took top honors with his Penne al 
Gorgonzola, an elegant, creamy Gorgonzola Penne 
with a “Japanese perfume.” His sauce was a study 
in sublime fusion, marrying a Gorgonzola sauce 
enriched with oysters flavored with Japanese sake, 
sansho and yuzu lemon. As an artist, Yuge identifies 
himself as an orchestra conductor. “I organize the 
orchestra—the staff of the restaurant—and interpret 
and express the musical score—the ingredients,” 
he explains. 

American chef Carolina Diaz won with her 
interpretation of Spaghetti al pomodoro in 2018, 
making her the first female champion. Diaz’ Mezze 
Maniche Rigate with tuna and roasted red pepper 
sauce carried developed, nuanced flavor. Colatura, 
Italy’s answer to fish sauce, along with white vinegar 
and grated bottarga, added unbelievable dimension. 
The flavor combination told her unique story in a 
signature, winning pasta dish. 

In 2017, Accursio Lotà, a chef from Sicily, wowed 
the judges and took first place with his Spaghetti 
Seafood Carbonara. His approach reflected a 
careful intention that builds on a signature vision. 
“I took the carbonara concept and substituted the 
chicken eggs with seafood eggs [fish roe],” he says. 

To give the flavor that meatiness inherent in 
carbonara, he cooked the seafood (red shrimp, 
cuttlefish, and more) in guanciale fat at a very low 
temperature. “In this way, we have a new version of 
carbonara with no eggs and no dairy.” 

Every year, each of the competitors brings their 
passion and their point of view, leading them to their 
signature pastas. Through PWC, Barilla is dedicated 
to the art of pasta and its future, where chefs from 
around the world put their own spin on it, informed by 
culture, generational influences and personal vision.

The Barilla Pasta World Championship poses the 
question each year: Is pasta an art? The answer 
comes through in all of the competitors’ plates. 
“Each piece of pasta is a small piece of design that 
combines beauty and taste. Creating with pasta 
means playing with the colors of a painting, the grace 
of a ballet, the sounds of a symphony. It is form and 
movement, and creates masterpieces.”

Japanese flavored Penne with gorgonzola cheese

WINNING

INSPIRATION



EGG PASTA IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE ITALIAN CULINARY TRADITION AND 
IS NOW BECOMING MORE POPULAR IN FINE DINING. 

Chefs are picking up on the great narrative 
behind egg pasta, leveraging it on their menus. 
Barilla’s Emiliane Chef Egg Pasta is inspired by the 
traditions of the Emilia-Romagna region, bringing 
the art of egg pasta to chefs everywhere. Made 
from the best durum wheat semolina and fresh 
free-range eggs, Barilla’s classic egg pasta is both 
rich in flavor and color. It also boasts a 14.5% 
protein content. Careful production processes 
promise consistency during cooking, rapid 
preparation times and pleasing plate appeal.

Using egg pasta in a signature dish introduces a 
regional Italian ingredient while offering a delicious 
canvas for creative flavor combinations. Emiliane’s 

pasta cuts, like Tagliatelle, Taglierini and Lasagna, 
add to the artistry on the plate, helping bring to 
life a stand-out signature pasta.

EMILIANE CHEF EGG PASTA

  All eggs used are from free-range farms

  Developed by leading Italian chefs

  Made from 5 fresh eggs

  Cage-free eggs only

Tagliatelle with mushroom, blue cheese, walnuts and thyme Taglierini Ramen with mushroom, corn and soy sauce

EXPLORING

EGG PASTA



Barilla’s lentil pasta and chickpea pasta are 
naturally rich in plant-based proteins and fiber, 
offering wholesome, gluten-free products with 
tremendous versatility and the promise of a high-
quality eating experience. Made with 100% red 
lentil flour and 100% chickpea flour, respectively, the 
texture has been refined so both pastas cook to a 
perfect al dente consistency.

These legume pastas help tell a valuable story 
about environmental stewardship. Legumes improve 
natural soil fertility. They also carry a small carbon 
footprint, making them a great source of protein 
with a low environmental impact. Furthermore, 
Barilla packs are 100% recyclable and made with 
virgin fiber from responsibly managed forests.

Holds well

Red color is striking 
in both cold and 
hot applications

Barilla 
Chickpea 
Pasta

Barilla 
Lentil 
Pasta

Similar texture 
to traditional pasta

Similar texture 
to traditional pasta

Muted flavor

Mild flavor

I expect a signature dish to 
feature something unusual 
that defines you as a chef—
either a combination of flavors 
or a single ingredient that 
stands out. An ideal signature 
dish will set you apart from 
the others.

“

“

Lorenzo Boni, Executive Chef, 
Barilla America

A natural direction in recipe development with both 
of these legume pastas is via the exploration of 
plant-centric flavor play, building on the healthfulness 
of the chickpea- or lentil-based foundation. For 
inspiration, Barilla looked to Pietro Leemann, the 
Michelin starred chef behind Joia, a world-renowned 
vegetarian restaurant in Milan, Italy. His journey 
toward success began as a child, in his family’s 
garden and in the surrounding lands.

His connection to the earth’s bounty has only grown 
since then, expressed through his artistic plant-based 
signature creations and his passion for sharing a vision 

of a healthier world. Chef Leemann’s cooking reflects 
flavor combinations drawn from that inspiration, 
showcasing the delicious possibilities of plant-centric 
pasta dishes with his signature mark of simplicity and 
creativity. Highlights include Red Lentil Fusilli tossed 
with an intensely flavored celery pesto and Chickpea 
Casarecce that sees tomato sauce brightened with 
orange juice. Each follows Leemann’s philosophy: 
“Every dish is a profession of faith towards Earth’s 
gifts.“ They also offer a case study in how to create a 
signature pasta.

SIGNATURE FLAVORTODAY, A GROWING NUMBER OF GUESTS SEEM TO WANT PLANT-BASED 
CHOICES. WHETHER THEY’RE FOLLOWING A GLUTEN-FREE REGIMEN OR SIMPLY 
TRYING TO UP THEIR LEGUMES INTAKE, THE DEMAND IS PUSHING INNOVATION 
AROUND DISHES THAT FEATURE THESE OPTIONS.

Red Lentil Penne with sautéed mushrooms, cabbage, sage, rosemary, chili and lemon

THE POWER OF

LEGUMES



Where in Italy: Lazio, especially in the 
area of Amatrice; also widespread in 
Liguria and central-southern Italy

Where in Italy: All regions

Where in Italy: Southern Italy

Where in Italy: Liguria and the adjacent 

coastal areas of Tuscany

Where in Italy: Sicily and southern Italy

Type: Long, hollow durum 
wheat pasta

Type: Curved pasta tubes

Type: Spring-shaped pasta that owes 
its name to the Italian pop singer 
Adriano Celentano, who was dubbed, 
in the 1960s, “Mol-leggiato” (Springy)

Type: A spiral or curled shape

Type: Shaped like a narrow, 
twisted tube

The Italian Way: Traditionally served with 
the Amatriciana sauce, it lends itself well to 
velvety pasta sauces like cacio e pepe and 
carbonara. Its hollow interior helps carry 
more of the sauce, making it ideal for rich, 
saucy pasta dishes.

The Italian Way: Often served 
with tomato sauce, simple butter-
based condiments, meat sauces 
and peas.

The Italian Way: With its characteristic 
grooved surface, it’s suitable for 
absorbing rich fish sauces.

The Italian Way: Traditionally, it’s boiled 
in water with green beans and potatoes 
and seasoned with a classic pesto sauce, 
made with Ligurian basil, garlic, pine nuts, 
salt, pecorino cheese and Ligurian oil.

Traditionally, casarecce are seasoned either 
with a fresh pesto sauce or with tomato, 
basil, olive oil and ricotta cheese, perhaps 
with a sprinkling of almonds.

BUCATINI

PIPETTE RIGATE

CELLENTANI

LIGURIAN TROFIE

CASARECCE
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Where in Italy: Central and southern ItalyType: Shaped like little ears

The Italian Way: One of the oldest Italian 
pastas, the roughness of the central hollow 
absorbs a variety of sauces to perfection.

ORECCHIETTE3

Where in Italy: SardiniaType: Shaped like small 
tree knots

The Italian Way: Served with flavor-
rich meat sauces and sprinkled with 
pecorino cheese, or fresh tomatoes 
and basil, or with tomato, ricotta and 
grated cheese.

GNOCHETTI SARDI47 SIGNATURE 
PASTA CUTS



PASTA IS AT THE HEART OF ITALIAN CUISINE. IT’S A WAY OF LIFE IN ITALY, 
PREPARED EVERY DAY WITH LOVE BY ITALIAN FAMILIES FOR GENERATIONS. 
THE CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN PASTA AND ITALIAN CULTURE CANNOT BE 
OVERSTATED. THAT KIND OF EMOTIONAL CONNECTION HOLDS GREAT POWER 
ON MENUS TODAY SO LEVERAGING PASTA AND ITS RICH TRADITIONS AROUND 
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER IS A SMART MENU STRATEGY.

The art and science of pasta is a process that Barilla takes very seriously.

Pasta production begins when durum 
wheat seeds are sown in a field.

Durum is a particular wheat species that 
grows well in warm and dry climates, 
like the sunny climate found in the 
Mediterranean. That’s where Barilla sources 
most of our durum wheat for the production 
of our pasta. Durum wheat has hard 
kernels—“durum” means “hard” in Latin—and 
is perfect for producing dry pasta.

Once it’s harvested, the wheat is ground in 
a mill to obtain a semolina flour that’s 
the right coarseness and the perfect deep 
yellow color typical of pasta.

MAKING PASTA THE BARILLA WAY
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The semolina is then mixed with water 
in the right proportion and kneaded to 
yield an homogenous dough with the 
ideal moisture.

The dough is extruded through dies that 
have been designed to provide the best 
cooking experience for the chef, and the 
best flavor experience for the guest.

The shapes, which vary in size, weight 
and required cooking time, are then dried 
until water evaporates almost completely, 
leaving them hard and ready to be cooked. 
The drying process allows the pasta to be 
shelf stable for months.

5 WAYS
BARILLA HELPS CHEFS MAKE 
THE BEST PASTA

Chefs’ sauces deserve the best 
quality pasta—always golden, 
always al dente.

The more pasta dishes sold, 
the higher the gross margin mix 
throughout your business.

It’s ideal for double cooking and 
kitchen efficiencies.

It’s easy when you pre-cook, then 
simply blanch and plate.

Frees up kitchen labor and controls 
quality standards.
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PASTA AS A

PILLAR OF 
ITALIAN 
GASTRONOMY



Seafood Carbonara Spaghetti

WE WOULD LOVE TO WELCOME YOU TO ITALY! VISIT ACADEMIA BARILLA IN 
PARMA FOR A DEEPER DIVE INTO ITALIAN GASTRONOMY AND OUR COUNTRY’S 
CELEBRATED FOOD CULTURE. THE EXPERIENCE IS SECOND TO NONE, GIVING 
FOODSERVICE PROFESSIONALS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCOVER THE 
TRADITIONS, INGREDIENTS AND ALLURE OF ITALIAN CUISINE. 

We would love to share all of this with you! For more information on Academia Barilla, visit 
www.academiabarilla.com

When you plan your trip to Academia Barilla, your 
experience is completely personalized, offering 
culinary experiences, guided tastings, themed meals 
in local restaurants, visits to artisan producers, and 
cultural excursions. Our team of chefs will share 
their expertise in Italian gastronomy, offering both 
practical and theoretical culinary demos based 
on new kitchen techniques, use of ingredients, 
traditional and regional cuisine, along with 
showcasing culinary creativity and innovation. 

A trip to Academia Barilla is a trip to the heart of 
Italy’s cuisine. It sits in the rich and fertile Italian 
Food Valley, which is located between the pointed 
peaks of the Alps and the green slopes of the 
Apennines. To the west you will find the farmlands 
of Piedmont and Lombardy, the land of rice fields 
and pastures. To the east, the Po River delta fans 
open before it joins the Adriatic Sea. At the center 
of this expansive territory, covered with rows of 

trees and streams, tended to like a garden, you will 
find the Italian Food Valley. The fertile land, ancient 
traditions and entrepreneurial spirit of its inhabitants 
have given birth to incredible food products.

Get Certified
Academia Barilla is proud to offer the CPIC—the 
Certification of Proficiency in Italian Cuisine. The 
faculty that teaches this five-day course includes 
premier Italian chefs, experts of regional gastronomic 
traditions and passionate culinary historians. The 
CPIC provides hands-on cooking courses, tastings 
of dishes prepared in class, and both written and 
practical exams. Students receive a certificate that 
demonstrates a proficiency in Italian cuisine. They 
also leave Academia Barilla with a deep respect 
for local traditions and creative interpretations of 
Italian cuisine.

HUNGRY 
FOR MORE?




